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“Needless to say, the band was impressive back then. However, in three short years, Sick Hot 
with their now perfected “Vintage Rock” style have come a long way. They still have the same 
drive and energy, but they have become polished pros from playing gigs large and small 
perfecting their craft and building their fan base. With the addition of a second guitarist, Brandon 
Chacon the band kills. So much so that in 2022 they will be performing at the prestigious 
Gasparilla Music Festival. Sick Hot is another band under 30 whose star is rising. Keep an eye 
on these guys they are going places.” 

- Tampa Bay Music News 
 
“Tampa’s Sick Hot is a blast from the past, but in the absolute best way possible. Chock full of 
screeching guitar solos and passionate vocals, Sick Hot puts modern twist on a classic sound, 
creating a dynamite dynamic you don’t want to miss out on.” 

- Carly Tagen Dye, Give Me A Try Magazine 
 
“The members of Tampa’s Sick Hot have to be reincarnated. Have to. It’s the only explanation 
for the existence of 20-somethings who can pull off a sound and look that’s so…,well, old. The 
outfit’s 2020 single “Vulture Culture” could get plopped on the soundtrack for “Dazed and 
Confused,” and no one would argue that it didn’t belong right next to Deep Purple’s 1972 song 
“Highway Star.”” 

- Stephanie Powers, Creative Loafing 
 
“Sick Hot is young and raw and, to be quite honest, sick as fuck. Their sound is well-rounded 
with obvious influences from rock legends, but they have managed to establish their own voice 
that will speak to the many generations of rock fans.” 

- Valerie Vargas, Val The Music Gal 
 
“Nik Wilson (lead vocals & guitar) with hair that will make any woman jealous, somehow 
trained it to dance with such rhythm to each chord he plays… & boy, can he play! Chris 
Erickson, (bass) who is rockin’ his bright, red fitted houndstooth print jacket, that at one point, 
became center stage is slapping bass licks like a seasoned veteran. Cory Bernardi, (drums & 
vocals), has funk & style that could easily be compared to one of his idols, Prince.” 

- Rachelle Flava Rae Greenberg, Tampa Bay Music News 
 
“The band members now feel lucky to have formed a group of like-minded individuals who not 
only share the same passion but the same affinity for intricate music and a robust sound.”  

- Amelio Nazarko, The Oracle 
 
“One of the most talked about rock bands in Tampa Bay in decades” 



- George Hudak, Tampa Bay Music News 
 
“Think Black Crowes meets Led Zeppelin with a touch of grunge thrown in.” 

- Chyrisse Tabone, Rock At Night 
 
“Love seeing young cats playing originals that cook...the future of rock and roll!” 

- Chris Jericho, Instagram 
 
 


